South Sound Treescapes
December 31, 2018
Mr. Larry Rus
Wilderness Property Owners’ Association
Olympia, WA
Dear Larry,
Per our agreement, I have been through all of the Wilderness green spaces outlined on the maps you
provided and inspected the state of the trees within each section.
I have identified trees that need immediate attention to improve the health of individual trees or to
insure the safety of residents and properties within the Wilderness neighborhoods, and which trees are
lower priorities that can be dealt with in the future.
Recommendations for immediate removals, prunings, and inspections involve trees that pose a danger
to residents or to homes and outbuildings neighboring on the greenbelts. In most cases, this means
trees could possibly fall or lose limbs or cause nearby trees to do the same.
This report includes a comprehensive listing of my inspection and a shorter list which highlights the most
urgent priorities. Physical maps of the divisions within Wilderness that serve as graphical representation
of the work to be done are also included.
This evaluation is as of 12/15/2018. Due to weather conditions, like the recent wind storms for instance,
and other factors beyond our control, the condition of the trees in this report may have changed, so any
arborist who undertakes work in Wilderness should inspect trees carefully and make further
recommendations if warranted.
Please contact me if you have questions or concerns regarding this report.
Sincerely,

Jan Cnossen
South Sound Treescapes

_________________________________________
4025 74th Avenue SE ∙ Olympia, WA 98501
360.918.3838 ∙ sstreescapes@gmail.com
SouthSoundTreescapes.com
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Evaluations and Recommendations
SUMMARY
My team and I walked the green spaces in the Wilderness development and made a thorough inventory
of the trees. What follows is my best judgement of the present condition of the trees (as of December
15, 2018) and the work that should be done to preserve the green spaces and make them safe for the
residents of the Wilderness neighborhood.
To give you starting place for requesting bids, I have provided a short list of jobs that should be done
ASAP. This is followed by a complete listing of the highest priority trees within each division.
Finally, I have provided a comprehensive survey of each division which includes the work mentioned
above, followed by lower priority work.
The maps included with this report provide graphic representation of the location of the trees and the
attention required. A key to the listing system and the maps is included.
In the listings, I have noted where there is a question of property ownership and responsibility for the
trees and highlighted these notes in blue.
Within the Wilderness green spaces, we have attached pink flagging tape to trees that should be
removed, and orange flagging tape to trees that need pruning.
Again, in light of the wind storms that occurred after I conducted my survey, an arborist undertaking any
work in Wilderness should make an evaluation of the trees listed in the bid to possibly shift priorities.
I recommend that trees in Wilderness green spaces be reevaluated by a certified arborist in another 5‐7
years.
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RECOMMENDED WORK FOR FIRST BIDS
The following are my suggestions for getting started on the priority work to be done in the green spaces
in the Wilderness development. These are suggestions only. It is ultimately up to you, preferably in
consultation with a certified arborist, to decide how to proceed with all the work that needs to be done.





Division 6A has a large number of urgent removals. These could all be done as one job or broken
down into two. All of the trees noted are on property boundaries, so pose a risk.
Division 6, which borders on 6A, could be included in the above job or bid as a separate job.
Division 17, Section 197 has a large number of urgent removals that would be easy for a tree
service to bid on.
Division 17 also has a number of urgent removals and lot of high priority pruning.

The above divisions and division 1 – Wilderness contain the highest priorites.
The rest of the trees are scattered throughout the development, so I recommend doing the rest in the
order of priority indicated on the maps.
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MAP and LISTING KEYS
Listing Key
Highest Priority Work = Trees that require immediate attention. Highest risk to property and residents in
Wilderness
1 = Priority Removals (order of priority is labeled on the maps). These trees can wait until highest
priority trees are taken care of.
2 = Future removals – longer timeline for removal.
3 = Pruning (order of priority is labeled on the maps)
4 = Inspection/Cabling –An arborist needs to climb the tree in question and get a closer look to
determine whether the tree should be pruned, aided with cabling, or removed.

Map Key
Pink circles = High priority removals.
Trees are marked with pink flagging tape.
No line = lowest priority. 1 line next to a circle = lower priority, 2, higher, 3 highest
Blue circles = Future Removals
Orange circles = Pruning. Trees are marked with orange tape.
No line = lowest priority. 1 pink line next to a circle = lower priority, 2, higher, 3 highest
Green circles = Inspections

Purple circle = Cabling

= ivy removal needed

*Pink star or asterisk means there is a question of boundary or property ownership
Orange circle with a yellow underline notes wildlife habitat.
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Tree Species
A = Alder
AS = Ash
B = Birch
C = Cherry
CR = Cedar
CW = Cottonwood
CY = Cypress (Leyland)
D = Dogwood
F = Fir
H = Hemlock
HL = Holly
HT = Hawthorne
HZ = Hazelnut
K = Oak
L = Black Locust
LP = Lombardy Poplar
P = Pine
W = Willow
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Evaluations and Recommendations
COMPREHENSIVE LIST OF HIGHEST PRIORITIES
These are the first jobs I suggest getting bids for, in order of priority, along with a recommended
timeline. I’ve grouped tree work that makes the most sense to do together.
Division 1 – Wilderness




Behind #73. Dead maple snag that could fall in yard. Risky for anyone using the yard. Removal.
Behind and between #46 and #47. Huge maple has a lot of dead branches. Urgent pruning.
Behind #73. Giant cedar needs urgent inspection. Heavy top leader over house. Possible
candidate for cabling.

F Tract of Division 1 – Wilderness




Behind #147 and #148. Hemlock dead and infected with fungus. Tree should be removed.
Behind #150. Dead fir leaning on cedars. Recommend immediate removal.
#127. Triple leader alder leaning over Donnelly Dr. Huge cavity in central leader. Tree is
currently healthy but rotting inside trunk. Urgent inspection.

D Tract of Division 1 – Wilderness



Behind #8. Big leaf maple is dying off and should be removed.
Behind #2. Big leaf maple should be removed. Difficult removal.

Division 4


#89. Dead fir has fallen on shed. Removal.

Division 6






Behind #31 in triangle in section 122. Huge leaning alder. Urgent removal.
Behind #31 and #32. Dead hemlock leaning towards fenced property. Urgent removal.
Behind #29. Fifth big fir from the road. Tagged with orange. Urgent pruning Branches hanging
over yard where kids play regularly.
Behind #27 (Green space 124). Dead fir. Needs urgent removal.
Behind #30. Big fir has multiple dead branches. Potential of falling in neighboring property
where kids play. Urgent pruning.

Division 6A




Behind #39. Huge alder leaning on cedar in direction of a house. Urgent removal.
Behind #39. Dying hemlock should be removed to protect the neighboring home (property
ownership?).
Alder with cavity in middle. Could fall at any time. Urgent removal.
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Behind #38 and #39. Tall cedar. Dead. Urgent removal.
Behind #38. Dying hemlock. Root system affected. Urgent removal. Wasp nest at bottom should
be destroyed.
Behind #38. Dead cedar. Urgent removal.
Behind #39 and #40. Big maple with broken top is dying off. Needs removal. Urgent, but
property ownership needs to be addressed.
Behind #40. Huge big leaf maple. Triple leader. Hanging broken limbs require urgent pruning.
Top should be inspected for possible cabling or future removal.
Behind #40. Cedar leaning toward property. Hole at the bottom of the trunk at root system.
Could damage house if it falls. Recommend yearly inspection. Urgent inspection.
Behind #73. Removal of fir that has fallen and is hanging on to neighboring tree.
Behind #66 and #67. Dead fir leaning on another tree needs urgent removal.
Behind #66 and #67. Dead, fallen alder leaning on another tree. Urgent removal.
Behind #67. Large, dead hemlock near a house. Question of ownership. Recommend immediate
removal.
Behind #70. Two dead maples should be removed. Fairly tall, close proximity to house.
Behind #70. Dead alder leaning over property toward house. Urgent removal.

Division 7




Behind #1. Two huge alders need severe pruning. Urgent pruning.
Behind #117. Maple. Urgent pruning.
Behind #117. Gigantic big leaf maple needs removal. Dying from trunk up. Urgent removal.

Division 8


Behind #102. Northeast corner. Gigantic fir with big double leaders need urgent inspection. Tree
could possibly be saved. Needs further assessment. Removal is a possibility.

Division 9 – Section 120










#50 and #82. Big hemlock should be removed because of rot at the bottom of the tree.
Behind #85. Big fir with cavity at the bottom. Weak root system. Could fall. Recommend
immediate removal (property line?).
Behind #86. Big leaf maple with huge cavity along the trunk. High risk danger for nearby homes.
Urgent removal.
Behind #91. Dead alder. Leaning. Urgent removal.
Behind #91 and #92. Leaning dead fir (covered in ivy). Urgent removal.
Behind #92. Huge fir. Completely dead. Urgent removal.
Behind #92. Dead fir. Huge with very big top overhanging neighboring property. Urgent.
removal.
Behind #89 and #90. Giant big leaf maple. Urgent pruning to extend life of the tree. Huge limbs
hanging over private properties.
Behind #92 ‐ #100. Huge fir with dying top. Urgent pruning to prolong the life of the tree.
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Division 9 – Section 121







Behind #50. Big leaf maple with triple leader. One leader should be removed. Urgent pruning.
Could fall at any time. Possible candidate for cabling.
Behind #50. Seven tall, dead alders. Urgent removal.
Behind #49. Near yard. Two dead maples should be removed. Urgent removal.
Behind #47 and #48. Alder next to big cedar has rotten trunk and rotten top canopy. Urgent
removal. Due to height, could reach house.
Behind #47. Dead alder is rotting and leaning toward property. Urgent removal.
Behind #44 and #45. Alder needs urgent removal. Close to property and houses. Big hole in tree.

Division 12




#217. Three dead alders. Urgent removal. Close to apartments.
#210. Dead maple should be removed.
#210. Alder. Smaller stem should be pruned off. Urgent pruning.

Division 13


#216. Fir branch on shed should be removed ASAP.

Division 14


#139. Dead pine. Urgent removal.

Division 15 – Section 198






Beside #166 and main road. Dead fir. Recommend removal.
Beside #166, corner of Donnelly and Wiggins. Fir tree with dead hangers over the road. Urgent
pruning.
Beside #166 and Wiggins. Big leaf maple with many dead branches and one dead, main top
leader. Urgent pruning.
Beside #167. Dead pine. Urgent removal. (Property ownership?)
At Wiggins Rd. Multi‐stemmed maple. Urgent removal. Over road.

Division 17






Behind #171. Dead pine in section 219 by Durnham Rd. Urgent removal.
Behind #172 and #173. Big multi‐leader pine. Dead. Should be removed.
Behind #171 and #172. Two multi‐leader cherry trees should be pruned. Urgent pruning.
Recommend inspection for possible cabling or removal.
Behind#173. Huge will infected with fungus. Had dead stems at the top. Urgent pruning.
Possibly remove in the future.
In between #172 and #173. Seven pines need urgent pruning.

Division 17 – Section 197


Behind #161. Pine covered with ivy. Dead snag. Removal. Could fall on fence and barn.
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Behind #162. Four leader willow. Dead. Could reach houses if it falls. Nearby dead snag should
also be removed.
Behind #162. Willow dying off. Fairly tall. Could reach nearby house if it falls. Removal.
Behind #162 and #163. Dead pine should be removed ASAP.
Behind #162. Dead pine leaning on fence. Removal.
Behind #163. Big willow with top third broken off. Removal. Could reach fence if it falls.
Behind #164 and #165. Half of double leader cedar is completely dead and broken off. Rotting at
the bottom of the trunk. Could fall in the near future and hit a house (possible woodpecker
habitat). Removal.
Pine needs urgent pruning.
Behind #165. Beside Wiggins Rd. Big leaf maple with multiple trunk. Many dead branches
hanging over the road. Urgent pruning, with possible cabling after inspection.
Beside #165 and Wiggins Rd. Big leaf maple with many dead tops hanging over road. Urgent
pruning. Possibly cabling.
#177, southwest backyard. Gigantic cottonwood needs urgent pruning. Recommend yearly
inspections for possible removal in 5‐10 years.
Beside #165 and corner of Wiggins and Donnelly. Fir with dead hangers over road. Urgent
pruning.
In between #180 and #181. Maple with broken top. Hanging over road. Urgent pruning.
Behind #165. Beside cedar tree. Gigantic big leaf maple. Has decent cavity two‐thirds of the way
up the trunk. Needs yearly inspection, possibly pruning and/or cabling. Urgent inspection.
Behind #165. Big double leader fir. Weak unions. Prone to split. Cabling candidate. Would
definitely reach house if it broke in half. Urgent.
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Evaluations and Recommendations
COMPREHENSIVE SURVEY
Division 1 – Wilderness
Highest Priority Work




Behind #73. Dead maple snag that could fall in yard. Risky for anyone using the yard. Removal.
Behind and between #46 and #47. Huge maple has a lot of dead branches. Urgent pruning.
Behind #73. Giant cedar needs urgent inspection. Heavy top leader over house. Possible
candidate for cabling.

3. Pruning



In between #46 and #47. Two dead limbs in multi‐leader cedars. Should be pruned.
Behind #46. Alder should have dead top pruned out to extend the life of the tree.

4. Inspections and Cabling





In between #72‐#93. Huge cedar with fungus growing up the trunk. Recommend yearly
inspection.
Behind #73. Big cedar with rotting at the bottom of the trunk. Recommend yearly inspections
and possible removal in the future.
In between #46 and #47. Huge big leaf maple with multiple top leaders. Could use inspection.
Possible rot. Candidate for cabling.
In between #46 and #47. Double‐leader cedars. Very large. In between houses. Needs inspection
at 10’ off the ground and possibly cabling.

F Tract of Division 1 – Wilderness
In general, all big leaf maples in the park with large canopies need pruning.
Highest Priority Work




Behind #147 and #148. Hemlock dead and infected with fungus. Tree should be removed.
Behind #150. Dead fir leaning on cedars. Recommend immediate removal.
#127. Triple leader alder leaning over Donnely Dr. Huge cavity in central leader. Tree is currently
healthy but rotting inside trunk. Urgent inspection.

1. Priority Removals





Behind #123‐#38. Double leader maple. One leader is dying off. Tree should be removed.
Behind. #38. Double leader maple. One leader is dying off. Tree should be removed.
Behind #40. Cherry tree removal. Lying down.
Behind #40. Large maple. Removal.
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2. Future Removals


Behind #41. Big cedar with four tops. Has a major split on the western side that is decaying but
attempting to heal over. Possible future removal or preservation. Recommend yearly
inspections.

3. Pruning






Behind #40. Big leaf maple needs ivy removed. Pruning and inspection for possible cabling.
Behind #40 and #41. Big leaf maple needs pruning and inspection due to age, lean, and dead
limbs.
Behind #41. 40’ from trail. Maple needs pruning and inspection. Hollow under trunk, but very
strong.
Behind #38 and #39. 20’ out. Multiple maple shoots growing over fence. Multiple stems need to
be pruned off for proper growth.
Behind #38‐#39, 20’ out. Big leaf maple with huge quadruple leader. Needs one dead leader
removed and another leader reduced. The larger, main leaders are definite candidates for
cabling.

4. Inspections and Cabling


Behind #149. Big leaf maple could use pruning, but definitely annual inspection.

C Tract of Division 1 – Wilderness
1. Priority Removals






Behind #52, beside tennis court. Two dead fir snag. Should be removed.
Next to #52. Dead maple snag. Should be removed.
Behind #52. Alder snag. Removal.
Behind #51. Maple snag needs removal.
Behind #50. Alder removal.

2. Future Removals



Behind #48. Dead fir should be removed.
Behind #49. Double leader maple. Recommend removal.

3. Pruning




Behind #44. Two firs need pruning
Behind #45 and #46. Big leaf maple needs pruning to extend the life of the tree.
Next to #52. Cherry tree needs pruning.

4. Inspections




Behind #49. Inspect fir tree once a year for erosion from root system.
Behind #49 and #52. Big cedar should be inspected once a year. Injured.
Behind #52. Double leader fir should be removed.
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D Tract of Division 1 – Wilderness
Highest Priority Work



Behind #8. Big leaf maple is dying off and should be removed.
Behind #2. Big leaf maple should be removed. Difficult removal.

Priority Removals







Behind #8. Two alders leaning toward house. Removal.
Behind #6. Maple dying off. Peeling bark. Removal.
Behind #4. Maple should be removed.
Behind #3. Three fungus‐covered alders should be removed.
Behind #2. Small big leaf maple. Dead. Should be removed. Also a row of maples that have been
topped and should have regular inspections.
#4 green space has a dead fir that should be removed.

2. Future Removals



Behind #8. Big leaf maple with tree house. Should be removed.
Behind #8. Alder with broken top half way up. Leaning. Removal.

3. Pruning


Behind #3. Four‐leader cherry tree with four leaders is dying off. Should be pruned.

4. Inspections and Cabling




Behind #9. Inspection of alder. May need removal due to steep crotch.
Behind #8. Two leader alder should be inspected regularly. Big crotch and leaning quite a bit.
Opposite of #3. Huge maple broken 1/3 of the way up the tree. Should be inspected regularly.

Division 2
Recommend removing ivy to maintain health of trees.
1. Priority Removals


Behind lot #29. Maple snag. Recommend removal

4. Inspection/Cabling



Behind lots #25 and #28. Cedars need inspection because of multiple leaders
Behind #23 and #28. Hemlock. Could be cabled.
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Division 3
Looks good, but could use inspection of cedar in 5‐10 years.

Division 4
Highest Priority Work


#89. Dead fir has fallen on shed. Removal.

1. Priority Removals





#87. Removal or cabling of huge maple leaning over property (may not be on green belt).
#87. Removal of double and single leader alders leaning over house (may not be on green belt).
#87. Removal of double and triple leader alder trees (may not be on green belt).
#90. Remove dead hemlock

2. Future Removals




#91. Alder on north corner hanging over property. Possible future removal.
#90. Cherry tree hanging over house. Potential to fall. Future removal recommended
#89. Tall stump with ivy should be removed in the near future.

3. Pruning


Beside #11. Maple needs pruning due to hanging broken tops.

4. Inspection/Cabling







#14. Had topped cedar with 3 leaders. Candidate for cabling.
#94. Double leader hemlock that could be cabled.
#94. 35’ maple snag that could reach owner’s property (if it falls?).
#90. Double leader fir hanging over property. Definitely needs cabling (to prevent damage to
home?).
#82. Recommend inspection of cedars on north side of property (property ownership)
In between #81 and #82. Big leaf maple needs URGENT cabling because of sear on back side of
bottom branch. Owner will allow use of yard for clean‐up.

Division 5
All good!
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Division 6
Highest Priority Work






Behind #31 in triangle in section 122. Huge leaning alder. Urgent removal.
Behind #31 and #32. Dead hemlock leaning towards fenced property. Urgent removal.
Behind #29. Fifth big fir from the road. Tagged with orange. Urgent pruning Branches hanging
over yard where kids play regularly.
Behind #30. Big fir has multiple dead branches. Potential of falling in neighboring property
where kids play. Urgent pruning.
Behind #27 (Green space 123). Dead fir. Needs urgent removal.

2. Future Removals


Behind #29. Himalayan cedar dying off. Will need to be removed in the coming year.

3. Pruning




Recommend ivy removal from alder to preserve health of the tree.
Behind #27 (Green space 124). Big fir with dead side trunk halfway up needs pruning off to
extend the life of the tree.
Behind #36. Two huge multi‐leader maples. Need pruning. Also recommend inspection for
possible cabling.

4. Inspections and Cabling












Behind #31 and #32. Double leader fir needs inspection within five years and possibly cabling.
Behind #32 and #33. Recommend removing ivy from cedar to prolong life of the tree.
Completely covered.
Behind #33. Tall hemlock with broken top now has triple leader. Needs inspection.
East of #33. Remove ivy from maple to prolong life of the tree.
East off #33, next to the street. Multiple maples need inspection and pruning.
In between #26 and #27. Big fir with double leader at top. May need inspection and cabling.
In between #26 and #27. Two big firs with double leader need inspection. One due to location
between two houses.
Behind #28 (Green space 123). Big fir with double leader needs inspection and maybe cabling.
Behind #28. Big fir with broken top due to ice storm. Needs inspection.
Far left side of #28, right by the street. Cedar tree with damaged trunk needs to be carefully
inspected every couple of years for recovery.
Beside street and #36. Hemlock dying from top. Yearly inspection recommended. Possible future
removal.
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Division 6A
Highest Priority Work

















Behind #39. Huge alder leaning on cedar in direction of a house. Urgent removal.
Behind #39. Dying hemlock should be removed to protect the neighboring home (property
ownership?).
Alder with cavity in middle. Could fall at any time. Urgent removal.
Behind #38 and #39. Tall cedar. Dead. Urgent removal.
Behind #38. Dying hemlock. Root system affected. Urgent removal. Wasp nest at bottom should
be destroyed.
Behind #38. Dead cedar. Urgent removal.
Behind #39 and #40. Big maple with broken top is dying off. Needs removal. Urgent, but
property ownership needs to be addressed.
Behind #40. Huge big leaf maple. Triple leader. Hanging broken limbs require urgent pruning.
Top should be inspected for possible cabling or future removal.
Behind #73. Removal of fir that has fallen and is hanging on to neighboring tree.
Behind #66 and #67. Dead fir leaning on another tree needs urgent removal.
Behind #66 and #67. Dead, fallen alder leaning on another tree. Urgent removal.
Behind #67. Large, dead hemlock near a house. Question of ownership. Recommend immediate
removal.
Behind #70. Two dead maples should be removed. Fairly tall, close proximity to house.
Behind #70. Dead alder leaning over property toward house. Urgent removal.
Behind #92 ‐ #100. Huge fir with dying top. Urgent pruning to prolong the life of the tree.
Behind #40. Cedar leaning toward property. Hole at the bottom of the trunk at root system.
Could damage house if it falls. Recommend yearly inspection. Urgent inspection.

1. Priority Removals










Behind #41 and #42. Out in the forest. Huge hemlock. Dying. Could fall in high winds and reach
neighboring property. Removal recommended.
Behind #39. Alder with big cavity in trunk. Needs removal fairly soon for home safety (property
ownership?).
Behind #72. Big leaf maple with big scar halfway up should be removed. Potential to fall on
neighboring home (question of ownership). Marked with pink flagging tape.
Behind #61. Dead side trunk needs removal.
Behind #71. Dead fir should be removed.
Behind #71. Big leaf maple leaning. Dead. Needs removal for safety.
Behind #71 and #61. Two dead firs need removal.
Behind #92 and #93. Small dead fir should be removed.
Behind #92. Huge fir beside double‐leader hemlock. Dying from top to bottom. Should be
removed.
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2. Future Removals




Behind #39 and #40. Alder with broken top will need removal at a later date. Re‐check in
another year.
Behind #67. Big leaf maple. Near future removal. Bottom rotting, may fall eventually.
Behind #71. Big leaf maple. Trunk is 1/3 dead. Near future removal as it presents a hazard.

3. Pruning








Behind #43. Huge big leaf maple needs pruning and inspection. Big limbs could break off in
neighboring yard.
Behind #40 and #41. Three big leaf maples overhanging both properties. Should be inspected
and possibly pruned.
Section 121. Behind #39 and #40. Across the green space at house #3301. Cedar with quadruple
leader. Branches brushing on the house. Needs pruning and possible inspection and cabling.
Behind #39 and #40. Further out. Huge maple needs pruning and yearly inspection due to big
crotches and cavities.
Behind #39. Big leaf maple with dead limbs overhanging property and wide crotches. Needs
pruning and inspection.
Behind #38. Big leaf maple should be pruned and inspected to insure safety of neighboring
home owner.
Behind # 62. Big leaf maple needs pruning. Dead limbs in tree and is rubbing on neighboring fir.

Inspections and Cabling














Behind #43. Gigantic double leader cedar. Yearly inspections recommended. Fairly thin bark on
the bottom trunk on the back of the tree.
Behind #43. Alder. Leaning away from houses, so will fall in the forest. Removal. Not urgent.
Behind #42. Big leaf maple needs inspection.
Behind #42. Huge cedar leaning over property #43. Has hole at the bottom of the trunk. Yearly
inspection recommended with possible future removal.
Behind #42. Alder in forest leaning toward properties. Has wound 10’ up. Could reach yard if
falls. Regular inspections. Possible future removal.
Behind #40. 100’ from boundary. Huge fir has sap flowing. Recommend yearly inspection.
Behind #40. Hemlock with top broken out. Two new leaders. Recommend inspection.
Behind #38. Double leader maple needs yearly inspection. Leaning toward private property.
Behind #37. Two big cedars dying from top to bottom. Still alive, but should be inspected yearly
to determine if they can be saved or should be removed.
In between #43 and #44. Ivy should be removed from four firs and double leader maple on
green belt strip.
Behind #57 and # 73. Big with four small top leaders. Needs future inspection and cabling.
4 – Behind #72. Big leaf maple with crack at the bottom of the trunk. Could use cabling or
inspection. Decision for course of action should be made soon.
Behind #61. Two firs and one hemlock leaning a lot. Potential removal. Should keep an eye on
these trees.
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4– Behind #61. Three very tall alders. Ivy removal or potential tree removal.
At bottom of section 125. Suggest ivy removal to prolong life of trees.
Behind #70. Two leaning alders need inspection within two years. May need removal.
Behind # 69. Big fir with double leader. May need cabling. Question of ownership. Fairly urgent.
Major crotch bark to bark with heavy weight.
Behind #93. Double leader top on huge fir. Will need inspection in the near future.
Behind #93. Curve in tree one third of the way up holding a lot of weight. Regular inspections
recommended.
Behind #94. Clump of firs need canopy inspection due to multiple top leaders.
Behind #94. Triple leader fir. Very big tree. Should have yearly inspections. Possibly cabling
Beside #92. Huge fir with double leader top. Inspection and possibly cabling (property
ownership?)

Division 7
Highest Priority Work




Behind #1. Two huge alders need severe pruning. Urgent pruning.
Behind #117. Maple. Urgent pruning.
Behind #117. Gigantic big leaf maple needs removal. Dying from trunk up. Urgent removal.

1. Priority Removals


Behind #116. Alder dying from broken top. Needs to be removed.

3. Pruning











Behind #1. Hazelnut trees need pruning off fence.
Beside #13. Oak tree needs pruning to extend its life.
Behind #13. Far corner. Oak tree needs pruning.
Behind #112. Two firs with multiple leaders need corrective pruning to extend life of the tree;
create a better quality tree.
Behind #114. Two big leaf maples and fir need pruning. Hanging branches and corrective
pruning to save maple.
Behind #115. Gigantic big leaf maple needs pruning.
Behind #116. Maple needs pruning and possibly removal in the future.
Behind #116. Big leaf maple needs pruning and yearly inspections.
Behind #116 and #117. Maple needs pruning to extend life. Possible future removal.
Behind #117. Huge big leaf maple needs pruning, possibly future removal. Recommend annual
inspections.

4. Inspection and Cabling




Behind #1. Big fir. Ivy should be removed ASAP
Beside #13. Fir tree close to the house has double leader top. Needs inspection.
Behind #12 – Cedar excels leaning toward house. Future inspection.
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Behind #13. On the corner. Oak tree needs cabling. Attaching point is too low. Weak foundation.
Behind #109. Three big firs have double leaders All need inspection for possible cabling.
Behind #110. Four pines with multiple tops. Keep inspecting for possible cabling.
Behind #113. Four firs with double leaders need inspections for possible cabling and pruning.
Recommend inspection every 5 years.
Behind #114. Alder with open wounds needs yearly inspection. Possible future removal. Leaning
over property.
Behind #114. Gigantic fir leaning toward house with huge triple leaders. Yearly inspections
recommended. Possible cabling. Seems solid, but keep an eye on it.
Behind #116. Big leaf maple needs inspection and pruning and possibly cabling.
Behind #116. Huge fir needs inspection due to double leader at the top.
Opposite of #1. Double leader alder leaning toward road. Candidate for cabling.

Division 8
Highest Priority Work


Behind #102. Northeast corner. Gigantic fir with big double leaders need urgent inspection. Tree
could possibly be saved. Needs further assessment. Removal is a possibility.

2. Future Removals






Southeast of park, corner off #14. Tall fir leaning toward walking trail and homes. Should be
inspected and removed in the near future.
Between #25 and #26. Dead fir. Should be removed.
Behind #24. Dead pine. Recommend removal.
Behind #24. Double pine with playset attached + two other pines should be removed.
Next to #23. Two dead pines should be removed.

3. Pruning









Southeast of park, behind #15 and #16. Home opposite to park. Hawthorn needs pruning.
Leaning over fence.
Behind #106. Four big leaf maples need pruning. Overhanging yards, including dead hangers.
Behind #105. Maple needs corrective pruning to extend the life of the tree.
Behind #102. Pine with broken top still hanging in tree. Should be pruned (property
ownership?).
Behind #102. Four cherry trees need proper pruning. Hanging over neighboring yard.
Behind #22. Dogwood and multiple hollies need pruning off fence.
Between #25 and #26. Lombardy poplars need pruning. Ivy should be removed.
Behind #81 & #51. Four leader hemlock is a candidate for cabling.

4. Inspections and Cabling


Southeast of park, corner of #14. Double leader fir needs cabling.
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Behind #107. Big leaf maple should be inspected.
Behind #102. Ivy removal from fir.
Behind #102. Big leaf maple needs inspection every 3‐5 years. Could use cabling.
Behind #102. Remove ivy from dogwood tree.
Behind #101. Cherry tree has triple leader with wide crotch. Needs inspection for cabling or
future removal.
Behind #22. Fir has double leader and needs inspection. Possibly cabling (property ownership?).

Division 9
2. Future Removals



Behind #75. Double leader alder with peeling bark. Should be removed in about five years.
Recommend another inspection in two years.
Behind #76. Leaning alder. Recommend future removal.

3. Pruning







Behind #51. Holly needs pruning. Hanging over property.
Behind #53. Three firs need pruning.
Between #79 & #53. Fir tree needs pruning and cabling.
Behind #54 ‐ #77. Dogwood is overhanging on #54 and should be pruned away from property.
Behind #56 and #57. Dead side trunk in the middle of section 125 should be removed to
increase the life span of the neighboring fir. Tall tree inspection.
Behind #23. Alder with big lean and three leader top should be removed in the future and
inspected every couple of years until then.

4. Inspection/Cabling














Behind #81 and #51. Double leader fir is candidate for inspection and cabling.
Between #53 and #79. Six firs need inspection for possible cabling.
Behind #53 ‐ #78. Triple header fir needs inspection.
Between #54 and #57 at Frontier Road. Two double header firs need inspection and cabling.
Behind #55. Fir should be inspected sometime in 2019. Sap running down trunk. Possibly bark
beetle.
Behind #55. Three header pine with lean. Possibly cable with steep crotch.
Behind #55. Pine has double leader. Possibly cable in the future. Recommend further inspection.
Behind #55. Pine with lean. Keep inspecting.
Behind #76. Double leader fir needs future inspection, possibly cabling.
Behind #75. Large firs, two with double leaders, need inspection, possibly cabling.
Section 125 needs ivy removal to preserve the health of the tree.
Section 125. High double leader firs. Inspection within 5 years recommended. Possibly cabling.
Behind #56. Tall fir completely covered in ivy may need removal due to proximity to house.
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Division 9 –Section 120
Highest Priority Work









#50 and #82. Big hemlock should be removed because of rot at the bottom of the tree.
Behind #85. Big fir with cavity at the bottom. Weak root system. Could fall. Recommend
immediate removal (property line?).
Behind #86. Big leaf maple with huge cavity along the trunk. High risk danger for nearby homes.
Urgent removal.
Behind #91. Dead alder. Leaning. Urgent removal.
Behind #91 and #92. Leaning dead fir (covered in ivy). Urgent removal.
Behind #92. Huge fir. Completely dead. Urgent removal.
Behind #92. Dead fir. Huge with very big top overhanging neighboring property. Urgent.
removal.
Behind #89 and #90. Giant big leaf maple. Urgent pruning to extend life of the tree. Huge limbs
hanging over private properties.

1. Priority Removals













Between #50 and #82. Nine dead firs should be removed.
Behind #82. Dead fir should be removed. Walkway at risk.
Behind #82. Two dead firs should be removed.
Behind #82 and #83. Dead fir removal
Behind #83 on corner. Three dead firs should be removed. One leaning quite badly.
Behind #83 on corner of trail. Fir has dead side trunk that should be removed to preserve the
health of the tree.
Behind #83 on other side of small walking trail. Dead fir tree should be removed.
Behind #84. Two dead firs should be removed.
Behind #84 and #85. Four small, dead firs should be removed (property line?).
Behind #85. Small, dead fir should be removed (property line?).
Behind #88. One alder and maple—both dead. Recommend removal.
Hemlock. Recently died. Should be removed.

3. Pruning




Behind #85, opposite of trail. Big leaf maple needs pruning. Dead branches hanging over
property (low priority).
Behind #86. Big leaf maple needs pruning. Dead branches hanging over private property.
Behind #87. Big leaf maple needs pruning. Too big and over hanging property. Should also be
inspected.

4. Inspections and Cabling



Behind #82. Fir tree with broken top needs inspection.
Behind #83 and #84. Broken top. Should be inspected within 5 years.
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Behind #87. Open backyard. Fir with fence wire around it should be inspected in the next 3‐5
years.
Behind #88. Big fir with decent‐sized scar on back side of trunk. Yearly inspection recommended
for possible future removal.
Two double‐leader firs. Could use inspection and possibly cabling.
Behind #90. Willow has open wound on trunk. Future inspection recommended to see if it is
healing properly.

Division 9 – Section 121
Highest Priority Work







Behind #50. Big leaf maple with triple leader. One leader should be removed. Urgent pruning.
Could fall at any time. Possible candidate for cabling.
Behind #50. Seven tall, dead alders. Urgent removal.
Behind #49. Near yard. Two dead maples should be removed. Urgent removal.
Behind #47 and #48. Alder next to big cedar has rotten trunk and rotten top canopy. Urgent
removal. Due to height, could reach house.
Behind #47. Dead alder is rotting and leaning toward property. Urgent removal.
Behind #44 and #45. Alder needs urgent removal. Close to property and houses. Big hole in tree.

1. Priority Removals









Behind #49. Dead fir should be removed.
Behind #49. Dead maple should be removed.
Behind #49. Further out from the backyard. Maple needs removal due to height and lean.
Behind #49. By park boundary line. Big leaf maple dying off. Removal.
Behind #47. Holly should be removed. Injured trunk. Leaning over property.
Behind #47. Three small dead hemlocks should be removed.
Behind #47. Dead hemlock covered in ivy should be removed.
Behind #46 and #47. Tall leaning alder with big gash dying off. Should be removed.

2. Future Removals


Behind #47. Alder behind huge fir has double crotch and fungus growing on it. Will need to be
removed.

3. Pruning



Behind #50, by walking trail. Big leaf maple. Needs pruning due to hanging limbs and dead
branches (property line?).
Behind 49. Further out from the backyard. Maple needs pruning. Up against fir tree. Limbs
should be removed to save the fir
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4. Inspections and Cabling














Behind corner of #50. Big leaf maple with quadruple leader. Needs yearly inspection and
possible cabling. One leader leaning toward house and property.
Behind #50. Double leader alder leaning toward house. Inspect yearly. May need removal.
Behind #50. 49’ tall fir with broken leader. Needs inspection. Leaning toward house.
Behind #50. Tall fir with broken top. Possible big cavity. Needs inspection within a year. Right by
the walking trail (property line?).
Behind #49. Medium cherry tree leaning toward house. Small cavity – closing up. Yearly
inspection.
Behind #49. Near boundary park sign. Tall fir with broken leader should be inspected.
Behind #49. Near boundary park and and #48. Huge hemlock should be inspected due to broken
top. Has new quadruple leader.
Behind #49. Near yard. Huge double leader maple needs yearly inspection. Could use cabling.
Behind #48. Alder with broken top. Needs inspection in 3‐5 years. Possible future removal.
Behind #48. Multi‐leader big leaf maple could use cabling due to height and weak crotch.
Inspect every 2‐3 years.
Behind #48. Big leaf maple. Multi‐leader. Inspect and possibly cable.
Behind #47. Hemlock should have ivy removed to save tree.
Behind #44. Two huge fir trees next to each other. Inspection for possible cabling.

Division 10
2. Future Removals





Next to #128 on east side. Maple with multiple stems and rot. Removal.
#122B. Small maple should be removed.
#122B. Dead willow should be removed.
Next to #132. Four dead pines should be removed.

3. Pruning


Next to #128 on east side. Large maple. Smaller trunk and branch should be pruned. Tree should
be inspected in five years for possible removal.

4. Inspections and Cabling




Behind #27. Big fir with three side branches. Recommend yearly inspection.
Behind #132. Three firs. Topped in the past, now have double leaders. Inspection and possible
cabling.
#122B, going north. Double pine at road. Future inspection. Cabling.
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Division 11
2. Future Removals





#207. 14th fir from driveway going east. Dead side branch removed.
#207. Maple with rot at base. Recommend removal.
#207. Cottonwoods should be cut down. Saplings.
#217. In corner. Black locust saplings should be removed.

3. Prunings





#207. Fir tree. Pruned. Dead low branch off.
#207. 12th fir from driveway going east needs pruning.
Next to #203. Cottonwoods need pruning.
Next to #203. Three hazels growing over fence should be pruned.

4. Inspections and Cabling





#207. 5th fir from driveway going east needs inspection due to double top.
#207. 6th fir from driveway going east. Double leader failure. Needs cabling.
#217. Heading west off Donovan. Fir with broken top. Should be inspected.
#217. Heading west off Donovan. Small fir should be inspected every five years.

Division 12
Highest Priority Work




In section #217. Next to #209. Three dead alders. Urgent removal. Close to apartments.
#210. Dead maple should be removed.
#210. Alder. Smaller stem should be pruned off. Urgent pruning.

2. Future Removals





#210. Large maple removal.
#210. Small, dead alder should be removed.
#210 Four alders. Smaller are dead. Removal.
#219. Donovan Rd, going south. Against Setina Manufacturing. Removal of small, dead fir.

3. Pruning






#217. Next to #209. Hazels need to be pruned off the fence and the road on the west side.
#217. Small maple needs pruning. Should be done at the same time as removal of three dead
alders mentioned above under ‘Immediate.’
#210. Maple should be pruned.
#210. All maples in this area need overhangs pruned. Low priority.
#210. Small maple should have hanger pruned off.
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#210. Near road in corner. Maple needs pruning and cavity inspection. Two maples on either
side need limbs pruned off.
#210. Large fir has dead top. Needs pruning.
#210. Maple in corner should have torn limb pruned off.

4. Inspections and Cabling







Lot #217 on boundary of #209. Alder with heavy side limb needs cabling.
#210. Alder needs inspection of top, possibly pruning.
#210. Ivy removal on 18 maples.
#210. 12 alders that need ivy removed.
#210. Patch of 21 alders covered in ivy (property ownership?).
#219. Next to #208. On the zigzag, at the end. Seven multi‐leader firs could use cabling.

Division 13
Highest Priority Work


#216. Fir branch on shed should be removed ASAP.

2. Future Removals




#216. In corner. Small, double leader fir should be removed.
#216. Last building next to road. Four dead pines should be removed.
#123. Fir with ivy has dead fir next to it. Should be removed.

3. Pruning











#219. Next to #215 Setina on west corner. Fir needs deadwood pruning.
#219. Next to #215 Setina on west corner. Fir with low double leaders should be pruned.
#216. Large cottonwood should have deadwood removed.
#216. Triple leader alder needs limb pruned off.
#216. Cherry tree should be pruned off neighbor’s vines.
#218. Fir with birdhouse needs pruning.
#123. N side, going east. One fir with dead trunk needs pruning. Two next to it are fine.
#123. Fir with double leader. Prune out dead stems out.
#123. Fir with small dead leader. Leader should be pruned out.
#123. Going S. Maples should be pruned off duplex yard on east side.

4. Inspections and Cabling





Next to #215 Setina on west corner. Double leader fir needs cabling
Next to #215 Setina on west corner. Triple leader fir needs cabling.
#216. In corner. Triple leader fir should be cabled.
#216. Going N. Ivy should be removed from three firs and two alders.
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#216. Second building. Double leader fir may need cabling in the future.
#218. Multiple leader firs need cabling.
#123. Going south. Firs with multiple leaders need cabling.
#124. Going east along #124. Multiple leader firs need inspection.

Division 14
Highest Priority Work


#139. Dead pine. Urgent removal.

1. Priority Removals


Behind #140. Four dead pines should be removed.

2. Future Removals





Behind #142. Four dead pines should be removed.
Behind #142. Small dead pine should be removed. Low priority.
#139. Leaning, double leader maple. Low priority removal.
#139. Two dead pines next to big willow. Removal.

3. Pruning




Behind #140. Maple needs deadwood pruned out of it and one broken limb removed.
Behind #140. Maple next to tract N needs pruning and deadwood removal.
Behind #142. Two overhanging maples should be pruned. Low priority.

4. Inspections and Cabling






Behind #140. Triple leader fir. Inspection needed.
Behind #140. One double leader fir. Inspection needed.
#139. Next to blue house. Maple needs pruning. Low priority.
#139. Cherry needs limb pruned off.
Next to #136. Cherry should be pruned back from yard.

Division 15 – Section 198
Highest Priority Work





Beside #166 and main road. Dead fir. Recommend removal.
At Wiggins Rd. Multi‐stem maple. Removal.
Behind #167. Dead pine. Urgent removal (property ownership?)
Beside #166, corner of Donnelly and Wiggins. Fir tree with dead hangers over the road. Urgent
pruning.
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Beside #166 and Wiggins. Big leaf maple with many dead branches and one dead, main top
leader. Urgent pruning.

1. Future Removals


Beside #166. Cottonwood dying from top to bottom. Should be removed.

3. Pruning



Beside #166. Alder needs pruning. Dead branches could be a hazard.
Beside #166. Multi‐stem cherry needs one leader pruned off to help tree strive longer.

4. Inspections and Cabling


Beside #166, corner of Donnelly and Wiggins. Fir tree should have ivy removed.

Division 16
(Please note: there is no public access to green space #219. Both ends blocked by private property.
Properties #181 and #190 have incorporated the green space into their yards.)
1. Priority Removals


Behind #190. Dead fir removal.

2. Future Removals


Lot #123. Next to #186 and #184, going N from the road. Dying maple. Stump 20’ tall. Need to
cut shorter?

3. Prunings






Lot #123. Next to #186. Maples next to cedar need pruning off yard.
Behind #190. Leyland Cyprus should be pruned off neighbor.
Behind #190. Firs in corner pruned off roof.
Behind #180. Three firs on Chambers with crossing and overhanging limbs. Should be pruned.
Behind #183. Oak with dead limb. Limb should be removed.

4. Inspections and Cabling




Lot #123. Between #186 and #184. Cedar needs inspection. Lost top.
Behind #187. Remove ivy from firs.
Behind #183. Double leader fir may need cabling.

Division 17
Highest Priority Work
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Behind #171. Dead pine in section 219 by Durnham Rd. Urgent removal.
Behind #172 and #173. Big multi‐leader pine. Dead. Should be removed.
Behind #171 and #172. Two multi‐leader cherry trees should be pruned. Urgent pruning.
Recommend inspection for possible cabling or removal.
Behind#173. Huge will infected with fungus. Had dead stems at the top. Urgent pruning.
Possibly remove in the future.
In between #172 and #173. Seven pines need urgent pruning.
#177, southwest backyard. Gigantic cottonwood needs urgent pruning. Recommend yearly
inspections for possible removal in 5‐10 years. In between #180 and #181. Maple with broken
top. Hanging over road. Urgent pruning.

1. Priority Removals







Behind #171. Willow dying off. Located further out toward Polo property. Recommend removal.
Behind #172 and #219. Dead clump of willows. Recommend removal.
Behind #172. Dead pine with double leaders. Recommend removal.
Behind #172. Double leader pine on other side of gas line is dead. Recommend removal.
Behind #174. Dead pine should be removed. Ivy growing on pine beside this one should be
removed.
In between #180 and #181. Willow with multiple leaders. Should be removed.

2. Future Removals




Behind #171 and #172 on the Polo property line. One leaning, cracked pine and one dead pine.
Recommend removal of both.
Behind #172. Birch with broken top should be removed within five years.
In between #180 and #181. Beside walking trail. Alder with rotten cavity. Leaning. Recommend
removal.

3. Pruning










Behind #172. Hazelnut tree by fence needs pruning.
Behind #172. Clump of multi‐leader willows need pruning. Southern leader should be removed.
Behind #172. Big, five stem willow along gas line. Recommend pruning.
Behind #173. Willow needs pruning to remove hazard of dead top.
Pine needs corrective pruning.
Bedside #177, along the trench. Lower limbs should be pruned off gigantic fir.
Behind #175‐#176. All Leyland Cypress trees need pruning away from back of neighboring
properties. Around 35 trees.
In between #180 and #181. Multi‐stem cedar. Needs pruning, possibly cabling. Should be
inspected when pruned.
In between #180 and #181. Cherry tree needs pruning. Should be inspected when pruned.

4. Inspections and Cabling


Behind #171, section 219 by Durnham Rd. Leaning toward house on Durnham Rd. Recommend
yearly inspection and possible future removal. No joint wood. Can break apart.
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Behind #171. Big hemlock with double leader. Top broken in the past. Should be inspected and
possibly cabled.
Behind #171, near boundary of #172. Willow should have ivy removed to insure the health of
the tree.
Behind #173. Dead pine. 15’ tall. Woodpecker pole. Can be left, but should keep an eye on it.
Southwest corner of #173. Five leader maple needs yearly inspection and possibly cabling No
joint wood. Can break apart. Water sitting in middle of main crotch.
Behind #174. Two double‐leader firs possibly need cabling. Recommend inspection every 2‐3
years.
Beside #177 and #178. Huge alder needs pruning—hanging on house in #178. **Raccoon
habitat!**
Behind #175, close to property #176. Fir with broken top should be inspected.
Behind #177. Fir with double leader needs inspection and possibly cabling.
Behind #180, 20’ from back corner. Emerald green with double leader. Needs future inspection
due to proximity to fence.
In between #180 and #181. Maple with cavity 10’ up. Needs inspection. Possible removal.
In between #180 and #181. Hemlock and alder should have ivy removed.
In between #180 and #181. Double leader alder with very steep crotch. Hanging over property
#181 and other homes. Should be inspected, possibly cabled.
In between #180 and #181. Double leader alder hanging over the road. Needs inspection and
possibly cabling and pruning.
In between #150 and #151. Big cedar with double leader needs cabling or yearly inspection.
Behind #151. Double‐leader hemlock should be inspected and possibly cabled.
Eastern side of #155. Triple leader cedar. Inspection, possibly cabling.
Beside #155 on the Donnely Rd. side. Two ash trees growing on side of trench. Will possibly
need to be removed in the future. Yearly inspection recommended due to close proximity of
house and road.

Division 17 – Section 197
Highest Priority Work








Behind #161. Pine covered with ivy. Dead snag. Removal. Could fall on fence and barn.
Behind #162. Four leader willow. Dead. Could reach houses if it falls. Nearby dead snag should
also be removed.
Behind #162. Willow dying off. Fairly tall. Could reach nearby house if it falls. Removal.
Behind #162 and #163. Dead pine should be removed ASAP.
Behind #162. Dead pine leaning on fence. Removal.
Behind #163. Big willow with top third broken off. Removal. Could reach fence if it falls.
Behind #164 and #165. Half of double leader cedar is completely dead and broken off. Rotting at
the bottom of the trunk. Could fall in the near future and hit a house (possible woodpecker
habitat). Removal.
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Pine needs urgent pruning.
Behind #165. Beside Wiggins Rd. Big leaf maple with multiple trunk. Many dead branches
hanging over the road. Urgent pruning, with possible cabling after inspection.
Beside #165 and Wiggins Rd. Big leaf maple with many dead tops hanging over road. Urgent
pruning. Possibly cabling.
Beside #165 and corner of Wiggins and Donnelly. Fir with dead hangers over road. Urgent
pruning.
Behind #165. Beside cedar tree. Gigantic big leaf maple. Has decent cavity two‐thirds of the way
up the trunk. Needs yearly inspection, possibly pruning and/or cabling. Urgent inspection.
Behind #165. Big double leader fir. Weak unions. Prone to split. Cabling candidate. Would
definitely reach house if it broke in half. Urgent.

1. Priority Removals




Behind #162. Triple leader with two dead leaders. Should be removed.
Behind #162. Willow with fungus growing up the trunk should be removed.
Behind #164. Two dead maples should be removed.

3. Pruning






Behind #161. Willow completely covered in ivy. Tree needs pruning.
Behind #161. Willow with four leaders needs pruning. Possible future removal.
Behind #162. Clump of multi‐leader willows. Needs pruning.
Behind #163. Multi‐trunk maple needs pruning and possibly cabling. Could reach house if it falls.
Recommend yearly inspection.
Behind #163. Huge alder brushing on hemlock needs lower branches pruned off and further
pruning (property ownership).

4. Inspections and Cabling







Behind #158. Hemlock with multiple cavities and broken top. Regular inspections, possible
future removal.
Behind # 159. Cedar with broken top. Double leader. Regular inspections. May need cabling in 5‐
10 years.
Behind #161. Urgent ivy removal behind this section in general.
Property #162. Green space has been incorporated by neighboring property owner.
Behind #164. Double leader cedar. Inspection every two years. Candidate for cabling.
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